"Taking a turgid and difficult (albeit challenging and interesting) subject, Professor Birds has produced what must be one of the most lucid texts for this market in any subject... For the student, the academic passed the baton of teaching insurance law, and the busy adviser called on to advise on insurance law, this book can be securely recommended." Insurance Law and Practice

Birds' Modern Insurance Law presents a concise yet analytical explanation of the fundamental principles of insurance law. Written in an accessible and straightforward manner the work covers everything from the history of insurance and regulation, through to the various forms of insurance such as life, and liability. In addition to providing a detailed analysis of the increasingly complex legal rules affecting contracts of insurance, the new eighth edition:

- Analyses the increasingly complex legal rules affecting contracts of insurance
- Provides a more distinct treatment of consumer insurance law as opposed to commercial insurance law
- Includes recent case law on, in particular, increase of risk, breaches of condition and waiver, subrogation and motor insurance and MIB liability
- Includes the Third Parties (Rights against Insurers) Act 2010
- Considers the Law Commissions' recommendations for reform of consumer insurance disclosure and representation and their continuing review of the law
- Reflects the latest conduct of business rules made by the Financial Services Authority

Birds' Modern Insurance Law is firmly established as the leading text in this area of law. It is an essential work for undergraduate and postgraduate students as well as for those undertaking a related professional course. It is also an ideal reference source for legal and insurance professionals who want a quick reference guide.